We're the
FreeMind Group.
Since 1999, we've been the leading
consulting firm for non-dilutive funding
in the life sciences sector.
We assist life science organizations
worldwide secure non-dilutive funding
from US federal agencies and private
foundations, and have worked with large
pharmaceutical companies, small biotech
start-ups, prestigious universities, and
private research institutes.

Great science wins awards.
No matter where in the world you're located.
Canada
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United States
Asia
South America

Africa

Australia

Our mission is to help you win grants. We develop and execute a long-term, multi-submission granting
strategy to maximize your non-dilutive funding potential. We want to make sure you have the best
chance of winning grants to get more funding for your groundbreaking research.

Our Services

We provide a variety of services to maximize your granting potential.
Education

Comprehensive educational
seminars and presentations
tailored to the needs of the target
audience.

Strategic Assessment

A robust, long-term, multisubmission granting strategy for
each scientific project.

Macro Application Strategy

Outline of specific aims, scope
of work, budget, collaborators,
subcontractors, and consultants
required, submission timeline and
division of responsibilities.

Grant Production

A combined writing effort, based
on the comprehensive templates
drafted by FreeMind project
managers. The end product is a
scientifically sound application.

Submission and Follow-Up

Submission of the completed
application, monitoring of the
review process and assistance
with pre-award negotiations.
"Grant writers and editors help with everything that
isn't the science, yet can still significantly affect a
proposal's chance of success."
Dance, A. (2016). Word Perfect, Nature, 540; 471-473

The Sources of Funding
Over $50B allocated annually.

There are many sources of non-dilutive funding opportunities for the life sciences – The National
Institutes of Health (NIH); The Department of Defense (DoD); Biomedical Advanced Research
Development Authority (BARDA); The National Science Foundation (NSF) and more.
These awards range from $150,000 to $100,000,000 and fund research across different scientific
fields and research phases – from early proof-of-concept programs to late-stage clinical trials.
At the FreeMind Group, we are well-acquainted with the funding landscape and the research aims
and requirements of the different granting institutes.

Collaborative,
Cloud-Based Work Space

Access FreeMind’s custom-built collaborative solution to maximize your
granting potential - A single source for all your granting activities.
Using FreeMind’s custom-built Microsoft SharePoint solution, safely store all your granting data in
the cloud for easy access anywhere, any time on any device.
Follow your team’s progress in real time and gain invaluable insight into the status of each project.
View division of responsibilities, checklists, progress bars, and integrated Gantt charts.

Strategic Network

A network of pharma companies seeking their next deal

Mergers &
Acquisitions

Licensing
Deals

Connect with
Pharma

Sponsored
Research

Strategic Network

Access New
Markets

Equity
Investments

A network of strategics who are always on the lookout for investment opportunities in the life
sciences. These include direct equity investments, mergers, acquisitions, licensing agreements, and
more. FreeMind facilitates introductions based on mutual interest.

